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Brian David Andersen

Forward
Brian David Andersen is a forerunner for the Truth.
We must have all the facts on the real puppeteers or we are entering
a battlefield unprepared for the real enemy of our world. As I
recently presented at a June 2008 conference in California, The End
of the Age and Transformation Nexus of Mankind, without the full
knowledge of our nature and our world in all its aspects we will not
make good choices, take action or understand opportunities or
dangers.
This expose is important in that it demands you the reader to become
informed and take sides. As refusal to look inside the Pandora's Box
of our world, you by default become the enemy of your own future.
We must research all the info and seek first the best questions for the
things we can be certain, the things that make good sense and the
bizarre things that just keep coming up in our world view.
Ask the right questions and use your full intellect and sight with your
mind's eye. Pray for revelation, courage and action to apprehend the
future for a mankind free of the bonds of a tyrannical over class,
religious zealots and their minions and cohorts in every corporation
and nation in our world at the End of the Last Secular Age.
Truth and Revelation,
Dr. Bill Deagle MD
www.NutriMedical.com
www.CLAYandIRON.com
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As America and other countries slide into economic decline
with high unemployment, lethal created food shortages, rising
prices, loss of freedoms and liberties such as negating the
fourth amendment and poor morale, all citizens need to learn
how we truly and really evolved into this pitiful predicament
and what can be done to turn the situation around.
In his famous “monolithic conspiracy” speech of 1962,
President John F. Kennedy addressed the true causes of our
current dire situation. This booklet is an extension and a
continuation of Kennedy's insightful speech and provides
information and answers to both the issues stated above.
The demise of America is partially due to forces from within
but is mostly due to outside interferences and influences. The
secret and veiled activities and successes of the Jesuits and
the Vatican are vast topics stretching over 500 years and have
been detailed in volumes of books. Even terse and cursory
examinations of the facts and historical data that are not
discussed or presented in traditional education and the
corporate and alternative media, compel open hearted and
minded investigators and uniformed citizens to take notice.
On May 14, 2008, an historic and pivotal event took place on
alternative radio/Internet media. While Austin, Texas based
host Alex Jones of Infowars.com interviewed his guest, Pastor
David J. Smith during the second, third and fourth hours,
Jones uttered the most important phrase in American history
-- “The Catholic Church is right at the top of the pyramid”
(as related to the installation of a New World Order).
This booklet adamantly supports the Jones declaration and
other additional ground breaking and shaking statements
made by Jones and his guest on the May 14, 2008 broadcast.
However will Alex and other hosts on the Genesis
Communications Network and other “alternative” outlets
thoroughly and completely communicate the Alex Jones
monumental declaration and all the related implications,
ramifications and nuisances to their listeners and viewers?
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No message is more important and critical than the exposure
of the Jesuits and the Vatican as the originators and architects
of the New World Order. The Jesuits and the Vatican desire to
put all humans under a police state while forcing you, me and
everyone else to worship the Pope.
Alex Jones has been a guest on Coast to Coast with George
Noory and countless other radio and television programs such
as CNN and Jeff Rense. Will Noory, Rense and other radio
and television hosts take the cue from Jones to expose the
truth and reality related to the intentions, goals and successes
of the Jesuits and the Vatican? Will you the reader, media
personalities and all true Patriots support The American
Monetary Act of 2008? This bill is the most important
legislation in the history of America! For a PDF of the bill go
to the website http://mygodimhit.com/bill.pdf. America's future
is very positive and bright if all Americans support this
important act but how did we get to this desperate point?
Yes, 500 Plus Years of Tyranny & Terror
During the 500 plus years of tyranny and terror by the Jesuits,
they have been expelled from 83 countries, city/states and
cities including France and Japan for their attempts and
successes at infiltrating, influencing, interfering and
manipulating in the political, military and economic arenas of
the sovereign nations. This reality is not a conspiracy theory
but a fact.
The Society of Jesus founding documents and policy papers
were principally written in 1534 by Saint Ignatius of Loyola,
also known as Íñigo Oñaz López de Loyola. The stated goals
of the Jesuits are to crush the protestant reformation and put
all humans on Earth under the rule of the Vatican Pope. The
Jesuits named their first permanent Catholic Church in the
English Colonies in 1704 on the eastern shore of Maryland
after the region of Bohemia. Why did the Jesuits name the
first Catholic Church in America Bohemia? The very shocking
and perverted answer to this question is revealed later in this
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booklet. All names and titles are carefully considered and
designated by the Jesuits so nothing is left to chance,
happenstance or mistake.

Why did the Democrats refuse to impeach G.W. Bush?
The answer is plainly and emphatically stated above.
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The Jesuit Superior General is referred to as the "Black
Pope". Loyola (top of montage) was the first Black Pope and
there have been 29 more Superior Generals over a 500 year
period. Perter Hans Kolvenbach (at left bottom of montage)
reigned as the Black Pope from from 1983 to 2008 and his
successor Adolfo Nicolás Pachón (at right bottom of montage)
now leads the quest for the Vatican New World Order.
However, Kolvenbach probably functions as a secret part-time
Co-Superior General with Pachón while the Netherlands born
Kolvenbach specializes in operations related to the Orient.

Two statues at the front entrance of the Jesuit headquarters
symbolize the feet of priests crushing the necks and backs of
all heretic Non-Catholics whether they be Protestant, Jewish,
Muslim, Buddhist etc.. The end results for the Jesuits justify
any lethal means and methods available or possible.
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Numerous individuals and groups believe the world’s
problems are based in the lust for power and money. But who
truly has the longest and bloodiest history of lusting for
control, power and money more than any group or
organization on planet Earth? No country, group or
organization comes anywhere close to the diabolical
commitments, zealous pursuits and grotesque actions as the
Jesuits in manipulating and controlling your money, emotions,
physical movements and spiritual beliefs.
Vatican Condemnation
Did Pope Clement XIV and other succeeding Popes
adamantly condemn the United States Constitutional Republic
as an abomination, wickedness and sin that must be
destroyed by any means possible? Have the various negative
Vatican "Bulls" and proclamations been withdrawn, apologized
for or modified? Did Pope Clement XIV desire to disband the
Jesuits but was poisoned before he could follow through on
his plans that would have changed the course of history?
Why are these facts and evidence with the supporting
documents not taught in private and public schools?
Why does a constitutional republic threaten and provoke such
emotional reactions by the Vatican and the Jesuits? The
answers are provided when you the reader of this booklet and
others (layman, lawyer or historian) take the time to carefully
study, dissect and understand the words, phrases and
meanings of the one-of-a-kind Declaration of Independence,
the United States Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
Read those documents and absorb and comprehend the true
freedoms and liberties that the religious zealots and the robot
Jesuits of the Vatican want to destroy. Now is the time for all
Americans, especially lawyers and judges, to intellectually,
physically, emotionally and spiritually wake-up and become
aware of what must be saved but could be lost forever. The
time is now...not tomorrow or later.
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Ninety one years after the founding of America, all diplomatic
ties were severed with the Vatican by the United States
government in 1867. The severe action was taken because
the Vatican had blatantly interfered with the political
processes within the United States for nearly nine decades
and more specifically, for protecting co-conspirator John
Surratt after the assassination of Abraham Lincoln.
Why was the Monroe Doctrine of non-interference drafted and
declared in 1823? As a follow-up to the 1778 Edict, the
Vatican put on a conclave that specifically addressed and
planned for a response to the threat posed by the
Constitutional Republic of the United States. The Vatican
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conclave concluded that one way to counter the Constitutional
Republic was to infiltrate and influence all other countries in
North, Central and South America.
When American political leaders were informed of the Vatican
goals, Thomas Jefferson, whose private papers are full of
references to the threat posed by the Jesuits, and others
wrote the Monroe Doctrine. The 1823 declaration was a direct
response to the conclusions and goals stated in the Vatican
conclave but this true reason has been deleted from all levels
of standard/ traditional education in the U.S. Why?
The Gunpowder Plot to blow-up the English Parliament and
depose Protestant King James I in 1605 was a total Jesuit
Black-Op while using Guy Fawkes as the patsy and pawn.
Any kind of representative or constitutional government is
violently opposed by the Jesuits and the Vatican.
Follow the Money
The Vatican, with the Jesuits functioning as its enforcers and
promoters, turned their attention to taking over the money
supply of America by creating a central bank that was
vehemently opposed by President Andrew Jackson (1828).
The Jesuit front man for a central bank was the eloquent but
crafty and cunning Nicholas Biddle who operated the private
corporation called the Bank of the United States.
An allegedly deranged assassin, whose two guns both
misfired while aimed at President Andrew Jackson, had
indisputable ties and connections to the Jesuits. Jackson was
successful at withdrawing all monies from the Bank of the
United States thus Biddle and his controller Jesuits lost their
power base after the private bank closed in 1841. The Jesuits
were down but not out by any means as they pressed forward
to crush the United States Constitutional Republic and all the
freedoms and liberties that entity represents.
President James Buchanan (1856) was convinced that
President’s William Harrison (1840) and Zachary Taylor
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(1848) were murdered by the Jesuits slyly administrating
lethal doses of arsenic. Taylor and Harrison were profreedom, against a central bank and very adamantly antiJesuit and anti-Vatican.
President Buchanan always kept "his" antidote for arsenic
poisoning within close proximity. While attending a celebration
for the birthday of George Washington, 38 persons plus
Buchanan drank out of a punch bowl. Within 24 hours all 38
persons were dead due to a massive dose of arsenic
poisoning. Buchanan survived because he directed his
physicians on how to administer his "home brew" antidote.
The final straw for American politicians was all the blatant
evidence for the involvement of the Jesuits in the Lincoln
assassination therefore all diplomatic relations were severed
with the Vatican. Did you know that private citizen and lawyer
Abe Lincoln defended a person in a criminal trial who was
falsely persecuted by the Jesuits? The Jesuits were enraged
by Abe’s actions. Did you know one of the key participants in
the Lincoln assassination fled to and was protected by the
Vatican because he was a Papal Guard? The Jesuit
conspirator’s name was John Surratt.
Because the United States legal system is based upon due
process of law (or was before the Jesuit written Patriot Act),
President Andrew Johnson, the U.S. Congress and the
Supreme Court could not simply expel and deport the Jesuits
as monarchies had done in Europe and Asia prior to 1867.
Legal expulsion proceedings against the Jesuits would have
taken decades and had the probabilities of being thwarted by
Jesuits. The costs and the risks packing up and sending the
Jesuits back to the Vatican via legislation and legal court
proceedings were too high. Key politicians were also keenly
aware that revealing all the Jesuit crimes in court could have
started a very bloody religious war within the United States.
Dispatching a military expedition to Rome to capture or wipe
the Vatican leaders would have ignited a civil and an
13
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international world war…and America was weary of war in
1867. To the regret of the U.S. political leaders in the post
Civil War era, the most severe action they could take against
the Jesuits was breaking all diplomatic ties with the Vatican.
The ties remained severed until President Ronald Reagan
(1980) overseen by key Knights of Malta within his cabinet,
willingly re-established diplomatic ties in a false exchange for
the Vatican’s assistance in waging a monetary and economic
war against the old Soviet Union. Reagan died having
perpetrated the illusion that his diplomatically reconnecting the
United States to the Vatican somehow was responsible for the
Berlin Wall and communism being dismantled.
The Knights of Malta are a military order within the Catholic
Church said to have existed before the Crusades in the 10th
century. The name of this organization has changed over the
centuries but the fundamental foundation is a member
functions a "soldier" for the Vatican Pope. The Knights of
Malta operate as an active "army" of businessmen, scientists,
politicians, etc while the Jesuits function as secret agents
conducting covert and subversive operations while having
simple clothing and material possessions.
When conducting subversive activities to achieve the hidden
agenda of the New World Order, a deadly gang such as the
Jesuits must remain pious, ordinary and simple without flair,
flamboyance or glitz. One must far penetrate the Jesuit's
holier than thou and jolly false facade.
American political leaders of 1867 wanted and tried to send a
message to the Vatican and the world by breaking all
diplomatic relations but the message only enraged the
Vatican. The crusade to destroy America and put all of us
under the rule of the Pope by the Jesuits did not miss a step
by the U.S. cutting diplomatic ties with the Vatican.
Before reestablishing ties with Vatican in his delusional rush to
wipe-out communism, did former actor Reagan have a clue
about the 500 year history of the Jesuits? Probably Reagan
14
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could not have had any insight or knowledge because there is
not much political, intellectual and spiritual awareness on
Hollywood or New York movie and theatrical sets. The out-oftouch with reality motion picture, theater, radio, music and
television production locations are under the strict watchful
eye and control of the Jesuits. The J-Boys absolutely love and
worship Star Wars featuring their beloved dark brother Darth
Vader (Jesuits) and the sinister Emperor (Vatican Pope). Get
a clue grasshopper and master as the truth is hidden in plain
sight by the ultimate rulers of deceit and slight of hand
regardless if the packaged communication is presented as
educational, hard news or fiction.
Samuel Morse who created the Morse Telegraph Code wrote
numerous public papers on the threat of Jesuits to the United
States. In the public and private papers of most of the
founding fathers and as well as business and political leaders
before 1870, the real and diabolical threat posed by the
Jesuits and the Vatican to the United States were frequently
addressed with alarm and concern.
Jesuits Took Control of American Money
The Jesuits were very involved with all the intrigue and
manipulations related to the passing of the Federal Reserve
Act of 1913 and the establishment of the Internal Revenue
Service. Again, countless facts could fill volumes of books on
how the Jesuits stole America’s duty to print money and
established an anti-constitutional and illegal tax collection
system on private American citizens.
Taking control of America’s money supply by transferring the
printing and the controlling of dollars to a private central bank
was the premier goal of the Jesuits since the Declaration of
Independence was written 1776. The Jesuits stealthy and
deadly efforts for 137 years finally paid off. The Federal
Reserve Act passed in the last minutes of the U.S.
Congressional session on December 23, 1913.
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The anti-constitutional legislation was passed due to the
urging of President Woodrow Wilson (1912) under the
direction of his private secretary, Knight of Columbus Joseph
M. Tumulty. Both Wilson and Tumulty were under the control
of "American Pope," Baltimore Archbishop James Cardinal
Gibbons. And Gibbons could have cared less if Wilson and
Tumulty went to Confession or received Holy Communion.
A small minority quorum of Jesuit influenced political leaders
voted for the Federal Reserve Act as the majority of nonJesuit influenced political leaders were away from Washington
D.C. while celebrating the holidays. In his memoirs shortly
before he died, President Woodrow Wilson bitterly and
sorrowfully regretted supporting and signing the Federal
Reserve Act. Wilson admitted betraying and destroying
America. Wilson was also the first American president to visit
and kiss the ring of the Pope of Rome in the Vatican
subsequent to signing the worthless Versailles Treaty after
World War I.
The Jesuits lured key wealthy Americans who were opposed
the Federal Reserve Act onto the ill fated Titanic that was
being navigated by Captain Edward J. Smith who was
educated and installed into his position by the Jesuits.
Survivors of the Titanic stated the ship was streaking at full
steam and purposely turned into the direct path of a large
iceberg. According to the survivors, had the Jesuit educated
captain been going a slower speed on April 15, 1912 and had
not intentionally turned into the direct intercept path with a
large iceberg, the Titanic would still be afloat today.
There are so much more intriguing facts and evidence such
as burning coal being loaded into the bottom hulls to weaken
the steel walls that could fill volumes of books related to the
Jesuit sabotage of the ill fated luxury liner. The Jesuits had
the motive and the means to murder key individuals opposed
to establishing a private central bank. Any and all stops and
means were pulled to accomplish their silence.
16
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Jesuit financier J.P. Morgan was used as bait to lure wealthy
Americans opposed to the Federal Reserve Act onto the
maiden voyage of Titanic as it departed England. At the last
moment, J.P. was a no show at the boarding dock. Who were
the wealthy American passengers on the Titanic who opposed
the Federal Reserve Act? Check out the facts and evidence.

The Titanic was constructed to withstand blows from the
largest icebergs. Like New York's Twin Towers, the Titanic
had steel construction to take any abuse from nature or
humans. Edward Smith, captain of the Titanic, like Larry
Silverstein, owner of the Twin Towers, received calculated
and critical help in scuttling the massive structure of steel
There is indisputable proof that the Titanic took on tons of
high grade flammable coal that was stored in the mid-section
and bow the ship. The "official" reason why the coal was
stored was to secretly test out the feasibility of shipping and
selling coal from Europe to America. That motive does not
make any sense because America has endless supplies of
coal. The coal suspiciously caught fire at the bottom of the pile
and burned uncontrollably for days. In fact the coal was
probably burning at furnace levels when the Titanic took on
the first passengers.
The intense furnace like burning coal with near steel softening
temperatures at the core of the fire did a most important
task…weaken the steel to an almost brittle consistency on the
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entire bow and forward portions of the port and aft. The
intense melting temperatures on the inside of the ship and the
frigid cold waters of the Atlantic buckled and swayed the steel
structure of the Titanic so critical strength was compromised
and lost.
A normal and unhampered Titanic would have taken on any
iceberg and survived but the weakened steel of the barbecued
Titanic crumbled like a potato chip when hitting the clump of
ice at full speed. The rushing sea water carried the tons of
unburned coal to the most forward position of the bow
therefore the Titanic went nose first like a dropping bomb into
the abyss. Had the coal not been on board the Titanic would
have listed for days like any normal large ship with a breach in
the hull and slowly submerged into the sea.
Funny Money & War
The Federal Reserve Act shifted the printing of money from
the United States Treasury Department to a privately owned
group called the Federal Reserve. The United States
government borrows money from a private corporation to
function, pay bills and most importantly, wage wars…deadly
conflicts that always benefit the Jesuits and the Vatican. A
majority of the founding members of the Federal Reserve
were educated by or heavily connected to and installed into
their positions of corporate power by the Jesuits.
When the Treasury Department printed money that was
backed by silver or gold the United States fiscal budget HAD
to stay balanced and waging war was a losing enterprise that
would bankrupt the United States. The Federal Reserve prints
money out of thin air (fiat currency called "Federal Reserve
Notes") with no fiscal responsibility therefore the United States
government wages war by borrowing money from the Federal
Reserve…just exactly what the Jesuits lusted after for 137
years and achieved by treachery, malice and murder.
For more Jesuit info go to http://arcticbeacon.com
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There is so much overwhelming evidence for the involvement
of the Vatican in the installations of FDR, Stalin, Hitler
(enabling the Nazis to escape to South America) and their
participation in the genocide that occurred in Croatia during
the 1930s to 40s. Hitler wrote lavish praises about the Jesuits
and the S.S. CIA and KGB were fashioned after the Jesuits.

Did you know the Vatican owns two-thirds of the property in
Jerusalem and one-third of the land possession by the
Vatican was part of the original foundation and establishment
of Israel? Israel's foundations are firmly and factually rooted
in the Vatican as the Jesuits temporarily relocated Khazar
Jewish refugees to Russia and then transported them to
Israel. Will we see in our lifetime, the Catholic Church shifted
from Rome to Jerusalem where a massive new temple will be
built as intended by the Jesuit Order since the 16th century?
Joseph Stalin, who was "educated" (?) but definitely installed
into power by the Jesuits, genocided millions of Russian
Orthodox Christians whose descendants would have refused
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to convert to the Catholic faith once the New World Order was
installed in the 21st Century. Similar operations were
conducted by Jesuit educated and Jesuit/CIA installed Mao
Zedong and Fr. Fidel Castro S.J. in their respective countries.
Ninety-five percent of the notorious public and private political
personalities and criminals over the past 300 years have been
nurtured, educated, installed and protected by the Jesuits.
New York Archbishop Cardinal Francis Spellman hauntingly
visited South Vietnam three times in the 1960s and blessed
the Americans as “Soldiers of Christ.” Ngo Dinh Diem, the
CIA-backed military dictator of South Vietnam was a Roman
Catholic whose one brother was the Catholic Archbishop of
Hue and whose other brother was the head of the South
Vietnam Secret Police.
In an interesting twist of Jesuit irony, Diem's relative, Viet D. Dinh, was
a co-author of the Patriot Act composed at Jesuit Georgetown
University in Washington, D.C. Dinh was also educated (brainwashed) at
Georgetown University after escaping to the United States due to the
fall of South Vietnam. Professor Dinh also sits on the Board of Directors
for the News Corporation (FOX Network, Wall Street Journal) owned by
Ruppert Murdoch. While giving a speech at Georgetown University on
April 3 2008, Murdoch stated "the News Corporation is just like the
Jesuits except we don't insist on vows of poverty and chastity."

Jesuit installed dictator Ngo Dinh Diem of South Vietnam
conducted a brutal genocide for Cardinal Spellman (guided by
the Jesuits at Fordham University) against the Buddhists while
using U.S. and South Vietnam troops and supplies. The
money to wage the Vietnam War on the Buddhists was loaned
to the United States government by Jesuit dominated and
Knights of Malta operated Federal Reserve Bank.
In fact, Fordham's Jesuit Cardinal Avery Dulles, whose father
was Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, is also a Knight of
Malta. Also the monies to wage World Wars I and II were
loaned to the United States by the Jesuit controlled Federal
Reserve Bank. FDR, Dwight Eisenhower and others were
20
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mentored by the notorious Jesuit priest Edmund Walsh who
was one of the key architects of World War II.
Had the Treasury Department been the only entity printing
money for the past 95 years with silver and gold reserves, the
United States could have not created funds out of thin air to
wage hot and cold wars and subversive operations against
Japan, Germany, Italy, Korea, Russia, China, Vietnam,
Cambodia, Laos, Grenada, Panama, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Chile, Argentina, Venezuela, Somalia, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran
and countless other wasteful political and military enterprises
that executed the plans and goals of the Jesuits.
Yes, the reality is the Unites States citizenry and military with
“funny money funding” by the Federal Reserve Bank have
been played and strung along as chumps for the Jesuit/
Vatican New World Order. Both the military and the civilian
population must dust off the sleepy and dream powders to
examine the harsh realities we have allowed to be created in
the pursuit to win unobtainable victories.
Jesuit Extermination Targets Disguised as
Wars on Communism and Terror
The Jesuit experimental targets for extermination in the 1960s
were the Buddhists...the real Jesuit targets for complete and
total extermination during the first part of the 21 st Century are
Muslim sects who will refuse to convert to the Catholic faith
after the New World Order has been installed. Once more,
public ignorance and brainwashing and blind obedience by the
military services of the United States are serving the desires
and goals of the Jesuits and the Vatican.
How long will this madness and atrocity continue?
Pedophile Jesuit priests who were exposed and caught during
the 1960s silently transferred and escaped to the state of
Alaska where they continued their criminal abuses against
children. Victims filed a class action lawsuit in 2000 and in
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2006 the Jesuits settled for 600 million dollars. Not one-word
of the record settlement was covered in the corporate or
alternative media. The humongous settlement is only a tip of
the criminal abuse iceberg by the Jesuits against children.
Rank and file police officers across the United States have
been muzzled and muffled as they uncover mind boggling
criminal actions by Jesuit priests against children.
Carroll Quigley, the dear friend of Knight of Malta and proNazi Jesuit priest Edmund Walsh, was the key mentor of Bill
Clinton and numerous other elitists. Quigley, who strongly
promoted the foundations for a one-world government, was
educated and taught at Jesuit Georgetown University. Quigley
was a member of Office of Strategic Services and was a
liaison between the U.S. Government and the Vatican during
World War II.
What do Quigley, Clinton and countless elitists have in
common with the NeoCons in the Bush Administration, key
leaders of all national and international intelligence agencies
and the Knights of Malta that gave us the debacles of 9/11,
Afghanistan, Iraq and Iran? All of the individuals were
educated and/or significantly influenced by or heavily
connected in some way to Jesuit Universities.
The Center for Strategic Studies at Georgetown University is
the hub for all Jesuit activities in the United States. Members
include Georgetown University alum Zbigneiw Brzezinski
(mentor/brain of Barak Obama) and the famous and notorious
-- one and only Henry Kissinger, the current U.S. ambassador
to the Vatican. The common denominator for the Clinton's and
Obama is they were all mentored and robotized by the Jesuits
of Georgetown University. The common treads run deep,
silent and powerful throughout all of our reality in America and
around the world. Will we wake-up before Americans are
herded into Knights of Malta operated work (death?) camps?
The Jesuits, Vatican and Catholic Church have direct
influences in encouraging poor citizens of Mexico to illegally
22
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enter the United States. Catholics comprise 26 percent of the
American population. Catholics comprise 93 percent of the
Mexican population. More legal and illegal individuals from
Mexico help the Jesuits attain a higher percentage of the
voting base. But Knights of Malta members own Diabold.
However, despite Catholics being a minority in the United
States, a majority of U.S. Congressmen and Senators and
Supreme Court Justices are Catholic. The Jesuits have done
well at taking control of all branches of the U.S. government
by making sure key politicians in leadership positions are
invested into military based companies waging the Iraq war.
In 2005, Roman Catholic and sitting U.S. Attorney General
Alberto Gonzalez referred to the United States Constitution as
"an outdated document" and desires all your key freedoms
and liberties null and void. Gonzalez was only following the
lead of his blasphemous Skull & Bones boss, George W.
Bush who condemned the United States Constitution as "just
a god-damn piece of paper." Again and most emphatically,
the mind/soul numbing and anti-constitutional and antifreedom Patriot Act was written by a Vietnamese immigrant
educated and employed by Jesuit Georgetown University.
Jesuits Control the Cutting Edge
Of Technology and Science
Besides Jesuit priests developing deadly mercury based
vaccines and the absurd Big Bang Theory, all the major
telescopes around the world are owned by the Vatican and
administrated by Jesuits. Why would a organization
supposedly interested only in religion want to dominate our
eyes into the sky and dark outer space? Is Planet X real or a
Jesuit hoax? Is the 2012 paranoia a Jesuit hoax to herd the
populace into a New World Order? The facts say the answer
is “hoax” to both questions. The Jesuit fraud of Planet X and
2012 control the populace with the fear of the unknown future.
read http://mygodimhit/The Jesuit Wars.pdf
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Is blaming global warming on carbon emissions a reality or a
Jesuit fraud to create global taxes and private and state-run
bureaucracies that will further finance, install and operate the
New World Order? The global warming alarmists who again
have close ties to the Jesuits and the Knights of Malta avoid
the issue of how carbon emissions are polluting the air of our
planet and ignore the scientific proofs that the entire solar
system is warming and changing due to the Sun.
The Jesuit spokespersons also do not promote replacing gas
combustion engines with electric motors and they totally
ignore the 33,000 plus scientists who signed a petition stating
global warming is not caused by carbon emissions. They also
ignore the official position of none other than the United
States Army -- Global warming is NOT caused by carbon
emissions or human influences.
The global warming fraud by the mass media and the rational
to reduce the world human population originated from Jesuit
educated and employed Thomas Berry and his followers
associated with Jesuit Sophia University of Japan. The base
of and the key to the absurd "Green" movement are Jesuit
universities and corporations managed by members of the
Knights of Malta. Their motto is the Latin phrase “Re Ligare”
meaning “to bind back” or “A binding back to origin.” Berry
and his followers use gobble dee gook quotes such as:
“We are absolved from the great illusion of disconnection which seeks
to advance human well being by plundering the planet in its geological
and biological structure and functioning.”

And of course their means and ways of disconnecting and
binding back are to reduce the global population by two-thirds
while the remaining one-third with cyborg implant technology
worships the Vatican Pope as their indisputable god. The
mutated survivors not worshiping the Vatican Pope will be
tortured and/or murdered by the Jesuits. The book 1984 by
George Orwell is a picnic compared to the emerging reality.
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Fantasy Versus Reality
During the 1980s and 90s, traditionally educated, upstanding
and righteous prosecutors created what seemed to be
ironclad realities about accused suspects charged with
felonies crimes such as murder, rape and robbery. Despite
having only partial truths, flimsy evidence and the unreliable
testimonies of victims, the sincere but misguided prosecutors
fabricated plausible and airtight "realities" for jury members.
The was one major problem -- the dim witted jury members
did not demand the prosecutors produce hard physical
evidence before convicting countless persons while also
condemning the suspects to lengthy prison sentences. Then
a stunning impossibility occurred. Eyes popped and jaws
dropped as DNA Comparative Analysis shattered the
fantasies presented by prosecutors by proving countless
persons innocent with hard scientific evidence and realities. A
few public apologies were made but not nearly enough.
Like the criminal prosecutors of the 1980s and 90s, are the
traditionally educated, upstanding and righteous leaders and
employees of the standard mass media and educational
systems also creating fantasies for the general public? Is the
information in this booklet and other key publications
addressing the Jesuit/Vatican issue piercing the mass media
and traditional education lies and illusions like DNA bullets?
Even if 90 percent of the information in this booklet is false
and incorrect, the remaining 10 percent of the truth mandates
all Americans must immediately engage in a non-violent
counter-revolution against the dark intentions and successes
of the Jesuits and the Vatican. This counter-revolution is just
as important and urgent as the revolution started by Thomas
Jefferson as he wrote the Declaration of Independence. This
counter-revolution against the Jesuits and the Vatican is just
as important and urgent as the revolution that was completed
by our brave American founding fathers after creating and
implementing the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights.
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A majority of researchers believe the key reason why the
Vatican created the Jesuits was to stamp-out the Protestant
movement. However, the author feels and believes two events
were responsible for the establishment of the Jesuits to
support the Vatican's desire of a New World Order.
1. Christopher Columbus's discovery of two connecting
continents between Europe and Asia.
2. The disorganized and haphazard escapades of
adventurer Hernán Cortés and his Spanish Conquistadors
while destroying the Aztec Empire and other key habitats.
Columbus was captured and imprisoned while on the island of
Hispaniola (between Cuba and Puerto Rico) in 1498 under the
charges of mismanagement and being a rebellious subject.
What was Columbus's real rebellious activity and "crime" that
caused him to be rapidly and tersely arrested in Hispaniola
and imprisoned in Spain for at least one year?
The myth that Columbus did not know where he was going
before he departed, did not know where he was when he got
there and did not know where he had been after he returned
is totally untrue. Fact: Columbus's ships were packed and
ready to sail but then he asked and held out for the title of
Viceroy that delayed his departure for one year. The title of
Viceroy gave him ruler ship over all lands he discovered. Fact:
A few months before Columbus departed for his exploration of
the west, all Hebrew Jewish in Spain had to either convert to
Catholicism, leave Spain or be tortured and killed.
Did a fleet of ships scattered along the coasts of Spain,
Portugal and France function as shelters for the Jewish
refugees? When Columbus returned to Spain did the fleet sail
to what is now known as the eastern Mexican coast? Did the
"caballeros" built their first "haciendas" from the wood and
materials of the sailing vessels? Are the words "caballero"
and "hacienda" rooted in Latin or Hebrew? Was the true
purpose of Columbus's excursion and holding out for the title
of Viceroy merely ploys to save the Jewish refugees?
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The Vatican had to have been outraged when learning of the
double cross by Columbus thus he was arrested and
imprisoned. But all parties including Columbus had a vested
interest in keeping the real reason for his persecution a very
deep secret. For over 15 years the Vatican and Spanish
royalty were powerless to do anything about the escaped
Jewish settlers making a good living from the outskirts of the
Aztec Empire to what is now the southern portion of Texas.
If the Vatican and Spain were to dominate the New World
they must conquer the expanding Jewish settlements and the
Aztec Empire. Catholic priests and monks from the various
denominations and seasoned in the torture techniques of the
Spanish Inquisition were placed in charge of this important
task. The hideous Spanish Catholic clergy had no qualms
about using their fire, pain, whip and rack techniques on the
heathen Indians to convert them to practicing Christianity.
Recruiting lower noblemen and commoners to become
Conquistadors such the mysterious Hernán Cortés was the
easy part but controlling them was the very hard part. Have
history books over the centuries told the big lie that Cortés
wandered Central and North America to search for gold? But,
in fact, was Cortés scattering and slaughtering the Hebrew
Jewish immigrants living peacefully amongst the Indians?
Did Cortés argue with and be insubordinate to his Catholic
priest handlers as they poisoned and violently killed the ruling
elite Aztecs? Were the first wave of Conquistadors who
participated in the Jewish massacres and the Aztec mission
double crossed by being killed, imprisoned or condemned to
mental institutions? The first wave of Conquistadors had to
be silenced to ensure the priests wrote false histories and not
the ones who actually lived the nightmare. From all these
problems and chaos in the Americas emerged a solution for
the Vatican by centralizing all operations under one main
group...the Jesuits...founded by none other than a victim of
the Spanish Inquisition named Íñigo Oñaz López de Loyola.
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Jesuit Weapons of Mass Destruction
For over 100 years the Jesuits have controlled the powerful
electromagnetic field (EMF) devices of Nikola Tesla whose
father had full access to ancient manuscripts in the Vatican
Library. The Jesuit/Tesla EMF devices provided to the United
States, Russia and other nations are used to control weather,
cause earthquakes and conduct covert communications and
surveillance such as High Frequency Active Auroral Research
Program (HAARP). The HAARP program has a large facility
based in Alaska but there are also countless electromagnetic
emitting hardwares in the upper atmosphere and outer-space.
Russia is by far the leader in Jesuit space-based weather
manipulating satellites for hire by cities during special events.
Jesuit EMF devices were the true source (not Uranium &
Plutonium) for the massive detonations, destructions and
mushroom clouds over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. How ground
based electromagnetic detonations (EMDs) occurred in two
Japanese cities dominated by the Jesuits for over 300 years is
a truly fascinating string of facts and evidence. The radiation
poisonings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were caused by airbursting conventional ordinance weapons fully loaded with
only Uranium (Hiroshima) and Plutonium (Nagasaki).
Fat Man and Little Boy were dirty bombs that, when dropped
by airplanes, exploded at high altitudes over the cities causing
very little physical damage to structures. The high altitude
radioactive explosions were the signals for the low to nonradioactive, ground-based, Jesuit EMDs to be initiated with
the ensuing mass destructions and created mushroom clouds
No bombs were dropped on the military target of Hiroshima
during the bombing of Japan by the direct orders of General
Curtis LeMay. Why not? Because the EMD was being
constructed and any bombing would have destroyed the
triggers and other materials. The bombings also had the risk
of killing key Jesuit physicists such as Wilhelm Kliensorge S.J.
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Tesla's Death Beam
On June 30, 1908, a massive nuclear like explosion occurred
in an isolated rural area of Russia called Tunguska. Months
before the Tunguska blast Tesla built a large tower for
beaming EMFs and electricity around the planet at
Wardenclyffe, New York. J.P. Morgan financed Tesla's power
tower but pulled the funding when he discovered Tesla's
intention was to beam free electricity to all homes, offices and
commercial buildings around the planet. On June 30, 1908
did Tesla test fire his power tower by sending beams that
could be seen by Tesla's friend Robert Peary who was leading
an expedition to the North Pole? Did his last gasp experiment
produce unexpected catastrophic results?
After having studied the Tunguska incident for years and
reading the eye-witness testimonies, the author concludes
Tesla did test fire the Wardenclyffe Tower and blew-up a
massive hunk of Russia. Tesla's tower was abandoned for
further research of his electromagnetic beam in facilities either
outside the US or in and around what is now Duke University.
An investigator found countless deeds of properties in various
North Carolina county clerk offices in the name of Nikola
Tesla that were issued between 1909 and 1920.
After 1908 Tesla doubles were deployed so Nikola and others
could concentrate on their work (see montage next page).
After years of working on and test firing Tesla’s pulsing
electromagnetic fields by teams of scientists at various
locations, the first deployment as a “controlled” weapon was
on the ground at Hiroshima. The Jesuit priests pushed the
button in a secret hidden underground bunker while the U.S.
provided the firework radiation poisoning with a dirty bomb.
After an impostor Tesla died in a New York City hotel room,
numerous still and motion picture cameras were inside and
close up to the open casket during the memorial service.
Every negative taken by all photographers during the funeral
were blank after processing. Only one person had the
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technological expertise to wipe clean the silver salts on film
emulsion...the one and only and very alive but humorous
Nikola Tesla. The Jesuits and Powers-That-Be had a good
chuckle on August 6, 2008 or the 67th anniversary of the
attack on Hiroshima. The History Channel aired a Tesla
biography that addressed his Death Beam Tower in New
York. The odds of the Tesla program aired on the Hiroshima
anniversary as being a mere coincidence are billions to one.

In the mid 1980s, the Jesuit EMDs were used in an attempt to
blast and build a lake canal so supertanker ships could simply
float across (no locks) the country of Nicaragua. One month
before the Challenger exploded in 1986, a small article
appeared in the San Diego Union about a massive black
cloud moving southwest (not natural) that was injected into the
high atmosphere from Central America and drifted over the
Galapagos Islands. There were no new or old active
volcanoes erupting and no country or agency took official
responsibility for the massive black cloud. Where the black
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cloud originated somewhere in Central America could have
been seen by the naked eye of any crew member during any
NASA Space Shuttle mission.
Was the space shuttle Challenger sabotaged so the Jesuit
EMDs could proceed with no interference by the teacher and
reporter in space that were scheduled for launches in 1986?
Was the high upper atmosphere of North America filled with
lethal debris during the 32 months the NASA Space Shuttle
program was grounded? Were the Jesuit educated and
installed Ortega brothers in full compliance with the Jesuit
EMD mission? The logical answer is a resounding YES.
Further, Roman Catholic and Jesuit-backed absolute dictator
Daniel Ortega was a personal friend of New York Archbishop
John Cardinal O'Connor. Both the Cardinal's American Branch
of the Knights of Malta and Fordham University's Jesuittrained Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) William J. Casey
openly backed the Contras. But, at the same time all these
persons were involved in blowing up the Nicaraguan
countryside with Jesuit EMDs to build a lake canal for
supertanker ships.
All the videos of the Challenger explosion show the initial blast
started between the orbiter and the main fuel tank. Anyone
can observe this fireball even when the announcer tries to
distract the viewer to the o-ring. Also the hottest part of the
flame coming from the booster rocket logically should have
been the location where the explosion should have occurred
on the thin walls of the liquid fuel tank. The right solid rocket
booster with the bad o-ring spewing flames should have been
blown away by the explosion of the liquid fuel tank. Before
Challenger exploded, the author had secured a parts manifest
of the space shuttle and could never find the link between the
o-ring booster spewing flames and the fireball that occurred
between the orbiter and the liquid fuel tank.
Conclusion: there was a bomb under Challenger while the
flames coming from the sabotaged o-ring of the right solid
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rocket booster were used as a diversion and cover. (see
illustration below).
Jesuit educated Benjamin Fulford is publicly accusing the
United States of using the Jesuit electromagnetic device
called HAARP to cause the 7.8 magnitude earthquake in
Sichuan, China on May 12, 2008. Fulford provides compelling
evidence in several videos on the Internet that HAARP did
cause the deadly tremor but was unaware that the Jesuits
completely dominated the research of HAARP for the past
100 years. The Raytheon corporation, guided by a series of
chief executive officers who are members of the Knights of
Malta, built and maintain the HAARP hardware in Alaska.
Fulford was the Asia
Pacific Bureau Chief
for Forbes Magazine
and gained notoriety
by
securing
rare
interviews with the
reclusive NWO David
Rockefeller and the
former
and
vocal
Finance Minister of
Japan named Heizo
Takenada. Fulford, a
deft fourth generation
atheist stated in an email to the author:
"As for my high level
access, it comes from the
fact that I represent many
Japanese language mainstream papers and publications. Also, I have been a professional
journalist for over 25 years so I have learned the tricks behind getting
access."
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"Some high level sources have pointed to the Black Pope, Count Hans
Von Kolvenbach, as a major player in the nasty goings on in the world.
It may well be that just like the case of the Freemasons, the lower level
Jesuits really believe they are doing good work for God. Maybe they
really do not know because, the ones I knew all seemed like nice guys."

But was Fulford being used as a conduit of disinformation by
Takenada and others? Before this booklet was presented to
Fulford he blamed the "Illuminati" and "Gangs" for all the
worlds problems but did not mention the Jesuits whatsoever.
Fulford claims that he confronted Takenada while on camera
about he and others selling the Japanese financial system to
a group headed by David Rockefeller and the Rothschild
family. According to Fulford, Takenada proclaimed that the
Rockefeller group threatened to use the HAARP weapon to
create an earthquake on a nuclear facility if Japan did not give
in to their financial demands. Fulford further claims the
epicenter of two earthquakes did occur directly underneath a
nuclear facility two days after he was informed by a high level
Japanese crime member that an earthquake would occur
under the specified nuclear reactor location.
There are significant problems with Takenada's information
and claims because he seems to ignore or be unaware of the
history of the Jesuits in Japan. A Portuguese silk trading ship
was blown into the harbor of Nagasaki, Japan in 1542 by a
fierce ocean storm. Because the Portuguese established good
trade relations with the citizens of Nagasaki, the Jesuit zealots
began an extreme campaign of recruiting the local citizens.
In their traditional subterfuge methods, the Jesuits "educated"
youths in the ways of Europe and the Catholic Church. The
Jesuits made sure their brainwashed robot students took high
political and business positions as they grew into adulthood.
Three generations after the Jesuits arrived in Nagasaki, the
Japanese Imperial government and the Buddhists realized the
true intentions of the hooded ones.
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Like King Louis XV's expulsion of the Jesuits from France in
1764, the Japanese Emperor superficially expelled the Jesuits
in 1597. Twenty-six priests and laymen were needlessly
executed but the deadly attempt was too late. The Jesuits had
already created enough influence so their banishment was
only temporary. But Louis XV's payback from the Jesuits was
organizing and implementing the French Revolution in 1789.
Way before 1900, the Jesuits ruled Nagasaki, Hiroshima and
the surrounding area with their black silent hands. However,
generations of Emperors wisely refused to have Japan
become part of the international banking system controlled by
the Jesuits. The Jesuits made sure Japan secured all the raw
materials, training and false motivation to create a modern
war machine. Jesuit ordered embargoes by FDR of key
commodities such as oil "forced" or gave Japan the perfect
excuse to use the military to secure the raw materials.
These same long-term subterfuge tactics turned pivotal American
evangelical and moderate Christian ministers to the dark side from 1920
to the present. Are all key Christian leaders such as Freemason Billy
Graham, Skull & Bones Pat Robertson, CFR member Rick Warren and so
many others bought-off in exchange for their silence regarding the
intentions and actions of the Jesuits and the Vatican? Does the clergy
distract their flock's attention away from the Jesuit New World Order by
focusing on secondary issues such as Israel and abortion?
Amazingly, Samuel Morse wrote a suppressed book in 1835 addressing
these issues. Go to http://www.arcticbeacon.com/books/

Because the Jesuits dominated parts of Japan through their
political influence of Japanese citizens educated and
promoted by them, they choose Hiroshima (military base) and
Nagasaki (seaport) as their testing grounds for the EMDs.
The overwhelming evidence prove Jesuits trained in physics
were hiding in underground bunkers less than eight city blocks
from ground zero in both Hiroshima and Nagasaki. As the
radioactive aerial dirty bombs exploded, Jesuit physicist,
Father Kliensorge and other priests ignited the low to non34
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radio active EMDs but then emerged from their secret bunkers
unharmed. The Jesuit cover story given in 1945 was two
miracles occurred due to intervention by the Virgin Mary. Do
you believe the ridiculous Jesuit "miracle" propaganda?
Previous researchers and investigators have addressed the
issue of Jesuit priests hiding in underground bunkers but
mistakenly concluded they ignited Atomic Bombs. Got to the
website http://mygodimhit.com/Hiro-Naga.pdf
While strict Marshal Law was imposed after the Japanese
surrender, the first act by General Douglas MacArthur was to
install an international banking system that was tied to the
Federal Reserve Bank and the Bank of England. How could
the Japanese give away a financial system to a Rockefeller
group in 2005 when their sovereign fiscal methods were
replaced by an international banking system in the 1940s?
How could Takenada and others give away something they
never had to give away in the first place? Simply ridiculous.
Although Fulford was educated by the Jesuits at Sophia
University of Japan he states:
"The idea of Re Ligare is one I found obnoxious and evil. I do not wish to
be bound again."

HAARP, like the cover bombs Fat Man, Little Boy and the
wars in Vietnam and Iraq were financed by the Jesuit Federal
Reserve Bank while using American military and corporations
as dupes and pawns. Millions of uninformed and manipulated
Chinese citizens will be stoked-up about advanced "United
States" (really Jesuit) weaponry being used to murder over
70,000 of their fellow citizens living in and around Sichuan. As
the Chinese fury unleashes against the United States in
various Jesuit guided economic and violent reprisals, the
hooded ones remain in the shadows exerting the true power.
Japan fell head over heels into the Jesuit death trap with the
same scenario being repeated in China during the 21st
century. China's "conventional" weapons will be crushed by
high-tech armament's after China is seduced into waging war.
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The Jesuits are the true master terrorists with the most
powerful weapons of mass destruction on Earth yet they will
also attempt to slowly poison you if you are a threat. The
author and others are very aware but unaffected by the real
threat and oath by the hooded ones. But the Jesuits exhibited
their supreme stealthiness before, during and after September
11, 2001. Will there be a similar staged attack on the Vatican?
The Jesuits create and control the problem and know
exactly how to manipulate and guide the solution.
Partial Truths & Lies
Countless “experts” and “investigators" tersely dismiss and
refuse to debate or disprove the evidence and facts presented
in this booklet and other indisputable volumes about the
Vatican and the Jesuits. How sad and tragic for them and all
Americans. Because the Constitutional Republic of the United
States is in such peril, ALL the facts and evidence must be
continually and thoroughly investigated, discussed and
exposed by true patriots wanting all freedoms and liberties. Do
the brush-offs without delving into ALL the facts and evidence
reduce the “experts” and “investigators” value and
effectiveness as true patriots trying to save our country? How
can anyone benefit and protect our freedoms and liberties
when they close off awareness to the overwhelming facts and
evidence generated by the Jesuits over the past 500 years?
Some “experts” and “investigators” only present the works of
Carroll Quigley and others without detailing their backgrounds
therefore they communicate only partial truths. Their partial
truth omits how the Jesuits influenced the life, writings and
efforts of Quigley and others in their presentations. Strictly
stating Quigley was of Georgetown University and nothing
more is a blatant partial truth. Would have Quigley wrote all
his books and mentored Bill Clinton and others had he not
been educated, employed and promoted by the Jesuits whose
stated goals are to destroy America and put all humans under
the rule of the Vatican Pope? Definitely Not!
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Also countless "investigators" only provide partial truth as they
only address the provisions of Federal Reserve Act but
purposely omit the 137 years of efforts and influences by the
Jesuits to ram the anti-constitutional legislation through
Congress by subterfuge, blackmail, treachery and murdering
key persons. Sadly, the close-minded “experts” and
“investigators” do not read far enough into this booklet to
understand what really happened to the space shuttle
Challenger and what was the true motive to interrupt all NASA
dog and pony show manned missions to outer space.
So many “experts” and “investigators” only give a partial truth
related to the Challenger incident by solely focusing on the
poor design of the solid rocket booster o-rings. However,
these “experts” and “investigators” fail to address the
overwhelming visual evidence proving the initial explosion
occurred between the mid section of the orbiter and the main
Hydrogen/Oxygen fuel tank.
Anyone can see the true pattern of the Challenger explosion
in the numerous video tapes that had nothing to do with the
failure of the o-rings of the solid rocket boosters. The “experts”
and “investigators” subsequently deny or ignore the
monumental visual facts and evidence as they also ignore the
lethal intentions and actions of the Jesuits and the Vatican.
Check out the facts and evidence.
Anyone addressing the NASA manned space program
presents a partial truth as they omit the once very public
scram jet space plane for passengers and cargo proposed by
President Ronald Reagan in 1986. Did the super-secret scram
jet space plane make its maiden voyage into outer-space
during the mid 1990s? Any and all references to Reagan's
super-sized passenger and cargo space plane have been
removed from libraries and the Internet so there are no
questions asked about the ultra-secret scram-jet project. The
Reagan space plane has nothing to do with the United States
Air Force project called Blackstar..a two-seater test vehicle.
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The pivotal and successful research for scram jet technology
was concluded with a plane titled the XB-70 during the 1960s.
A very reliable and highly placed source within the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) informed the
author in 1987 that Reagan's dream scram jet space plane for
both passengers and cargo was only five to seven years from
being totally functional for daily flights to outer-space.
Have the Jesuits, via a very secret United States space
program, had unlimited access to space for 15 years? In
2008, amateur telescopes have photographed numerous
objects and platforms larger than the International Space
Station in orbit around the Earth and on the Moon. See photos
at http://jeffrense.com. The materials and hardware for the
platforms and facilities could not have been put into Earth's
orbit by unmanned or manned rocket technology. Only
passenger/cargo scram jet space planes have the capability to
deliver and install such massive yet intricate payloads.
Perverted Ritual
A perverted ritual of the Jesuits is to tell you what they are
going to do in either hidden in plain site policy papers and/or
fiction presentations such as theatrical motion pictures...and
then go do what they told us they are going to do. In the 1996
released movie, Independence Day, alien ships surround the
Earth and unleash an attack. Character David Levinson,
played by actor Jeff Goldblum deciphers the encoded
communication signal of the alien ships that functions as a
precise timing device for the attack on the cities of Earth.
Levinson tracks and observes the exact time the alien ships
will launch their attack with his laptop computer.
After Levinson presents his discovery to the President of the
United States, Air Force One is loaded up with Levinson as a
passenger for an escape from Washington D.C. that will be
destroyed during the alien invasion. The movie depicts
Levinson opening his laptop computer after taking his seat on
Air Force One. The time remaining until the alien attack on his
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laptop computer is exactly nine minutes and eleven
seconds...9:11 and the countdown continued. A few minutes
after the movie screen is filled with the bold digits 9:11, a high
rise building in New York City is obliterated by a high energy
beam. What are the odds for this coincidence? Billions to one
as the subliminal message was successfully implanted.
One of the most credentialed, highly qualified and respected
scientists to investigate the twin towers destruction on
September 11, 2001 is Dr. Judy Wood PhD. On her website at
http://drjudywood.com she presents facts and evidence that
the twin towers were destroyed by high energy beams that
disintegrated and rendered most of the materials located
above the 30th floors of both towers to fine dust particles.
Also read article http://www.rense.com/general75/melt2.htm
In the 1968 released movie, 2001 A Space Odyssey based
upon the book written by Knights of Malta member Arthur C.
Clark, the planet of Jupiter explodes into a Sun. Did Clark
imagine and make-up the exploding gas planet scenario for
his book on his own or was he a mouthpiece and conduit for
the Jesuits? Are the Jesuits attempting to ignite either Jupiter
or Saturn into a Sun but they used Clark to inform the public
of their intentions?
An unmanned spacecraft named Cassini now explores the
Saturn system and is scheduled to plunge into the gas planet
at the end of its mission. Why did NASA name the exploratory
spacecraft of the Saturn system Cassini? Italian Gian
Domenico Cassini changed his name to Jean-Dominique
Cassini when he moved to France. Cassini was a proficient
astrologer and astronomer in the 17th Century and he made
numerous first-time observations of and discoveries related to
planets in our solar system. Most importantly he was educated
at Jesuit College at Genoa and the abbey of San Fructuoso
and Cassini was a favorite engineer of Pope Clement IX.
Like Quigley and so many others, would have Cassini been as
prolific and successful with his skills and profession had he
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not been educated, guided and supported by the Jesuits and
the Vatican? Definitely Not! Were Cassini, Quigley, Clinton
and others compelled and forced to spew and follow the
Jesuit religious and partly line? Definitely Yes!
Again, the Cassini spacecraft is only a partial truth of what is
really taking place in the Saturn system. The Jesuits have
been placing tons of hardware into outer-space on a continual
basis since the late 1990s with the super secret scram-jet
space plane technology provided by the United States.
The spacecraft in the sequel
movie titled 2010: Odyssey Two
was in reality and truth the
depiction of an electromagnetic
rail gun but the movie did not
depict the rail gun actually firing
into the gas planet of Jupiter.
Electromagnetic rail guns are very
real and not science fiction. In the initial drafts of “his” first
book, Clark based the story around the planet Saturn but
mysteriously switched to Jupiter at the last moment before the
release of “his” book. Clark, being a dutiful Knight of Malta,
explicitly followed all instructions barked by his superiors.
Are the Jesuits and the Vatican building and deploying
electromagnetic rails guns to fire into and ignite the gases of
the planet Saturn so our solar system has a second Sun?
Don’t put ANYTHING past the J-Boys because they are the
biggest, baddest and most warped and perverted gang of
intelligent and cunning misfits and perverts in the solar
system. The Jesuit/NASA cover story will be that the return
orbit of the non-existent and fictional Planet X is responsible
for Saturn exploding into a Sun rather telling the public the
truth about the electromagnetic rail guns. Conveniently, the
ghost Planet X will be destroyed when Saturn ignites into a
Sun. In any Internet search engine type Lucifer Project.
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Should the Jesuits succeed with their mission to ignite Saturn
into a Sun, the debris from the explosion will obliterate billions
of life forms on Earth and other planets. The Saturn mission
will assist in accomplishing the publicly and emphatically
stated and written goal of the Jesuits and their subsidiary
organizations such as the UN…reduce the world human
population by two thirds of the current number in 2008 within a
10 year period. Ted Turner's ghastly sick speeches about
immediate population reduction are moot should the Saturn
project succeed...but will he still make his grim reaper talks?
Why Are the Jesuits So Obsessed With Saturn?
The alternate word for Saturn is Satan. Mythical Lucifer is the
ruler of the place called Satan. Igniting Satan or Saturn into a
fireball is the supreme exalted tribute to Lucifer for the Jesuits
and the Vatican. Persons and groups worshiping Saturn or
Satan are in direct opposition to and conflict with individuals
and religions praising the Sun. This foolish disagreement has
devolved into senseless lethal wars for thousands of
years...but this conflict is not taught in Sunday School,
Catechism Classes nor Temple Lessons.
All inhabitants of planet Earth have been woefully
undereducated about the realities of our past, present and
future. We now must make and create our own destiny.
Outwardly the Vatican uses the Sun symbol on countless
artifacts and media materials. However, covertly the highest
levels of the Vatican, Jesuits and their web of subsidiary
organizations practice ritual Lucifer Satanic (Saturn) rights
including mock and real animal and human sacrifice. Yes this
seems too weird to be true but stretch you mind, heart and
consciousness so you can wrap your reality around the facts,
evidence and most importantly the truth. For more info
download free e-book http://www.lulu.com/content/297525
The Jesuits named both the first Catholic Church in America
(1704) and an important satanic ritual center in the United
States after Bohemia…where anti-Catholic rebels were wiped
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out and massacred 150 years
before Martin Luther nailed his
objections on his church door.
The Catholic victors began the
practice of making houses and
churches out of human bones
from the victims of their bloody
campaigns. Thus the followers
and descendent's of the
genocide crowned themselves
with the sick and gruesome
title of “Bonesman” or also known later as the one and only
Skull & Bones…a secret society based at Yale University on
the East Coast of the United States. Rich and elite students lie
naked in coffins while their fraternity brothers perform satanic
rituals in a dark dungeon like fraternity house.
The black and dark practices and grotesque genocide rituals
of the Vatican in Bohemia during the 14th century were the
base and foundational blueprints for the Jesuits during the
16th century. A large statue of Saint Nepomuk of Bohemia is
the center piece for the Jesuit compound known as Bohemian
Grove in Northern California on the West Coast of the United
States. Rich, elite, and famous adult male members perform
public mock child sacrifice in front of a large owl statue before
having sex with both men and women. Mythical “Satan” and
“Lucifer” and the real Bohemia have got the USA in a “vice”
grip and lock from coast to coast (all pun intended).
The Full Truth Is Not a Partial Truth
A partial truth is no different from a lie. So are the “experts”
and the “investigators” liars due to their partial truth telling
about persons, issues and events related to the Jesuits and
the Vatican? A partial truther cannot state a partial truth but
only tell or write a lie.
How can a partial truther and a liar be of any benefit to the
United States of America and planet Earth during both the
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good times and the bad times? For example, Joyce Riley and
Dave Von Kleist are hosts of the alternative patriot radio
program titled The Power Hour but they refuse to publicly and
privately discuss the Jesuit/Vatican issue. Dave Von Kleist
always starts his radio/Internet program titled the Power Hour
with the phrase “where is your line in the sand?”
The true question is when will Dave, Joyce and so many
others such as Jeff Rense and George Noory make the lines
in the sand with their hands or other objects rather than with
their heads buried three feet under the sand? The objective
of this booklet is to reach out to Dave, Joyce, Jeff, Alex,
George, Christians (including Calvinists), Agnostics, Jewish,
Hindus, Muslims, Atheists, Democrats, Republicans,
Libertarians and all Black, White, Hispanic, Asian and Native
American citizens of the United States and the world.
The influence and power of the Jesuits and the Vatican have
grown over the centuries because of ignorance and fear by
the general population. Kings, Queens and Emperors over the
past 500 years have killed and tortured the Jesuits for their
poisonous political activities and methods. The worthless
persecutions produced no positive results. Enlightenment
about and recognizing the intentions of the hooded ones by
an involved and informed citizenry are the most effective
means of preserving our rights, freedoms and liberties.
Former Superior General Peter Hans Kolvenbach gave a rare
2003 interview that appeared in Alfa y Omega no. 369,
September 25, 2003. Alfa y Omega is a weekly magazine
published by the Catholic Church in Spain. In the little known
interview, read to this incredible question and response from
the Black Pope, as he claims a New World Order will emerge
and saying the United Nations will become all-powerful:
Q - Is there a political, social, and cultural alternative to the
new international world order which emerged after September
11, 2001, and is being established in the new political
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realignment of the powerful nations - the United States, the
European Union, Russia, Japan - and the great and not so
obvious powers?
A - "As result of the attack carried out on September 11th, large-scale
violence has become more painful, inhumane and unjust. This has
triggered a distressing spiral of attacks and counterattacks, which are
bringing about considerable material losses, the weakening of human
rights, and above all, indiscriminate deaths. Out of these physical and
moral ruins, a new world order should emerge. That is what we thought
after experiencing the last World War, but the facts have belied the
hopes we then had.
That makes it difficult to dream of a new international order this time.
However, we must all strive to define it and make it come true. For us
Christians, the message of fraternity and solidarity to which the Lord
summons us in the Gospel is the primary incentive driving us to work for
a more humane world -and hence, for a world that is more divine- one
which goes beyond merely political structures. It is comforting that
despite the reserve shown by certain important nations, the United
Nations is recognized as an important political alternative."

Going, Going & Gone Catholic
Another quote by Benjamin Fulford expresses the opinion by
numerous researchers and investigators:
"My understanding is that there are two competing pyramids of power
in the West the Jewish/Protestant one with Elizabeth and the
Rothschilds etc. at the top and the Catholic one with an evil looking
Pope currently in charge. I am opposed to both.

But this theory is totally debunked by The European Union
(EU) charter that states Catholic is the official religion of the
EU with the Pope as the number one infallible leader..not
British royalty or Rothschild. G.W. Bush, like former British
Prime Minister Tony Blair, will probably convert to the Catholic
faith after leaving office. Blair's conversion was a must
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requirement before running for President of the EU. The EU is
a blueprint for the North American Union (NAU) that is slated
to become one functioning entity with the EU.
What is the common denominator of Roman Catholic Hugo
Chavez of Venezuela and Skull and Bones George W. Bush
of the United States? Both have kissed the ring of the Vatican
Pope. According to Vatican tradition, kissing the ring of the
Pope is recognition that the person is a servant of the Pope.
Bush stated on the Eternal Word Television Network (ETWN)
before Ratzinger’s first visit to the U.S. that when the Pope
talked “God was speaking.”
Why would the supposed sovereign leaders of Venezuela and
the United States kiss the ring of the Pope when both men
knew such as a gesture signaled to the Vatican that they were
servants of the Pope? They kissed the ring because Chavez,
Bush and ALL leaders of every significant nation are servants
of the Vatican Pope. George Herbert Walker, great
grandfather of G.W. Bush was educated by the Jesuits of
Stonyhurst College.
According to Vatican tradition, when the Pope kneels down on
and/or kisses the ground of the country he is visiting, his kneel
or kiss means he literally and figuratively owns and rules that
country. Pope Ratzinger did not kiss the ground as he
departed the plane in Washington D.C. in April 2008 as other
Popes have in the past. A minor but significant portion of the
United States population is aware of and hip to the sick and
perverted Vatican rituals.
However, Ratzinger executed his warped rites as he knelt
before the United Nations (UN) building during his first visit to
New York. Ratzinger’s genuflection declared, according to
Vatican beliefs and traditions, the Vatican owns and controls
the UN therefore also dominates all life forms on planet Earth.
The Jesuits and the Vatican know and practice the adage: "To
have true and absolute power, one must completely control
both the problem (Chavez) and the solution (Bush)." And the
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Jesuits and the Vatican absolutely and deftly control ALL the
TRUE problems and solutions of our reality on planet Earth.
But then who really is the problem and who is the solution? In
Chavez’s Venezuela the price of gas is has remained 5 cents
per gallon for years while in Bush’s United States the price of
gas is nearing $5.00 per gallon. Manipulating all phases of
standard and alternative energy sources are a priority of the
Jesuits. Do their controlling actions include suppressing the
patents of, beating to death and poisoning maverick inventors
and scientists? The J-Boys have THE motive while shifting
the blame on others such as the military and big oil interests.
The Jesuit Poison Oath & Brew
In the fall of 2006, the author was in the Bay of De Los
Angeles on the central east coast of the Baja Peninsula in
Mexico. The purpose of the trip to the middle of nowhere was
to snorkel with whale sharks. A small museum details the
plight of a local native Indian tribe that had the misfortune of
living on top of a goldmine in the late 1700s and early 1800s.
Mysteriously the small tribe began dying from unknown
causes. After the last member of extinct tribe died, all of the
gold was removed by none other than the arsenic wieldingfoot stomping Jesuits who arrived five years before the
Indians began dying of unknown causes. This same scenario
has been repeated countless times by the J-Boys all over the
Earth for the past 500 plus years.
As the potato crops mysteriously failed only in the country of
Ireland (Jesuit chemical poisoning) and no other European
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country, massive numbers of Irish Catholics flooded the
United States. In addition to the contrived and poisonous
potato shortage, eight freighters a day departed Ireland for
foreign ports loaded with meats and vegetables for several
months during the "crisis." The new Blarney Stone settlers
became a significant voting block in America. They blindly and
ignorantly supported the anti-Protestant Reformation and
return to the Dark Ages agenda of the Jesuits.
The shocked and fearful Irish immigrants filled Jesuit
Universities that are now the foundations for NeoCons, Newt
Gingrich, Bill O’Reilly, Pat Buchanan, Bill Clinton, Zbigneiw
Brzezinski, Henry Kissinger, criminal child sex abuse, the
Patriot Act, NAFTA, the North American Union, mercury
based inoculations, anti-depressants, dumbing down of the
youth, genetically modified foods, homeland security, torture
cells, chemtrails, genocides in Africa & Asia, water boarding
and so forth and so on.
In an appropriate stroke of payback, independence and
bravery, Ireland voters wisely rejected the dictatorial and
repressive EU treaty on June 13, 2008.
By the way, the author of this booklet is part Irish and
attended Catholic school until the sixth grade.
As the reader can observe, the Jesuits favorite tool is poison
but then a portion of the oath taken by a Jesuit mandates
such actions
“I do further promise and declare that I will, when opportunity presents,
make and wage, relentless war, secretly or openly, against all heretics,
Protestants and Liberals, as I am directed to do, to extirpate them and
exterminate them from the face of the whole earth.... That when the
same cannot be done openly, I will secretly use the poison cup, the
strangulation cord, the steel of the poniard, or the leaden bullet
regardless of the honor, rank, dignity or authority of the person or
persons... whatsoever may be their condition in life, either public or
private, as I at any time may be directed so to do by an agent of the
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Pope, or Superior of the Brotherhood of the Holy Father of the Society
of Jesus.” The Masons and Knights of Columbus have adopted
almost the same entire oath of the Jesuits.

All the facts above are just a small portion of the extensive
historic and present day situation related to the Jesuits and
the Vatican. The subjects related to the diabolical plans,
intentions, history and crimes of the Jesuits are as vast and
powerful as they are controversial, revolting and sickening.
Israel’s influences on the
United States have taken
place over the past 60
years but remember
Israel would not exist
without the support and
cooperation
of
the
Jesuits and Vatican. In
fact, the warped Vatican
considers the nation of
Israel to be its revived "Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem." The
Jesuit/Vatican issue has a 500 year plus history of blatant
facts and evidence but veiled in secrecy, ignorance and fear.
JFK Exposes the Real Threat
In his famous “monolithic conspiracy” speech of 1962,
President John F. Kennedy (1960) was not addressing
communists, corporations, royalty, Bavarian Illuminati,
Masons or the military industrial complex. JFK was addressing
the Jesuits, the Vatican and their subsidiary organizations
such as the Council on Foreign Relations, the Trilateral
Commission, the Bilderberg Group and the Knights of Malta.
JFK was one of them but he turned on them so he was
deposed with the principle architect of his removal being none
other than Jesuit educated Cardinal Francis Spellman.
(middle next page) Check out the facts and evidence. To
listen to JFK’s revealing and key monolithic conspiracy
speech go to http://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=BN4itNeh-pE
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The Jesuit propaganda is in full high gear as stooge film
producer Ron Howard and dupe actor Tom Hanks created a
movie based upon writer Dan Brown’s book titled Angels &
Demons. The ridiculous premise of this movie is a group
known as the Illuminati subversively takes over the Vatican
with a substance called anti-matter. In reality the Bavarian
Illuminati was founded by Jesuit educated and coddled Adam
Weishaupt in the late 18th Century and has been under Papal
Vatican control for over two centuries.
This author and others contend Weishaupt's break from the
Jesuits was a clever ploy so the Vatican and the Jesuits could
set-up a controlled sect named the Bavarian Illuminati. Some
researchers contend that in his last days of life, Weishaupt
admitted he was a true Catholic doing a double life for the
benefit of the Vatican Pope.
Another target of the Jesuits was to infiltrate and take over the
highest levels of Freemasonry. The Jesuits creation of the
Bavarian Illuminati was a calculated step to seizing control of
the highest levels of the Freemasons. In the private and public
letters of the founding fathers and business and political
leaders of America before 1870, they did not address any
threats to the United States by the Bavarian Illuminati or the
Masons – only the Jesuits were correctly addressed.
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A Plot Within A Plot -- A Scheme Within A Scheme?
Interestingly, what do Ignatius Loyola and Adam Weishaupt
have in common according some "reliable" (questionable)
sources? Both were born into wealthy families practicing
Cabala Judaism, converted to Christianity and became Jesuit
priests. The friends and staff of Loyola and Weishaupt also
had identical backgrounds. The second Superior General of
the Jesuits, James Lainez had the same background as his
friend Ignatius. When Loyola died in 1556, there were over
1,000 Jesuits spread out all over the Earth. How many of the
founding Jesuit priests were Crypto-Jewish or persons who
convert to another religion while secretly maintaining Cabala
based Jewish beliefs and practices?
The facts and question above also raises another important
question: Is there a controlling group within the Jesuits that
are truly not Catholic and not beholding to the Pope?
Regardless if the Jesuits are secretly controlled by persons
with additional interests and influences, those controllers must
and do function autonomously within the Jesuit organization
and are not part of or controlled by an outside influence such
as other sects of the Illuminati or Zionists of Israel. The very
most top of the pyramid of power is within Society of Jesus or
the Jesuits.
However, an important contributor to this booklet is an
outstanding researcher named Eric Jon Phelps and his
website is http://vaticanassassins.org. Eric has been a true
crusader for exposing the realities about the Jesuits for many
years and has written excellent articles and books about the
hooded ones and the Vatican. Eric's research findings are:
Loyola was not a Jew for if he was a Jew his family would have never
survived the genetic blood purity purges of the Spanish Inquisition. The
Inquisition uncovered all persons with Jewish blood back to the great,
great grandfather. Weishaupt was also not a Jew, as he was the first
layman to take the chair of Canon Law at Ingolstadt due to the expulsion
of the Jesuits from Bavaria. Again, both were White Gentiles, not racial
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Jews. True, Lainez was a racial Jew for which reason the Order passed a
statute in 1593 forbidding any racial Jew from joining the Order but the
law was lifted in 1946.
Neither Loyola nor Weishaupt were racial Jews. This false history is
intended to bring the student to the conclusion that "the Jews" control
both the Illuminati as well as the high Jesuits. According to the Bible, it
is "the times of the Gentiles," (Luke 21:24) thus Jerusalem is under
Gentile rule. Today, since the Jesuits rule Jerusalem, then the top Jesuits
are and have always been Gentiles---to the exclusion of General
Laynez."

Did you know that only two flags were allowed to be flown in
Nazi Germany? One flag was the notorious ancient Swastika
encircled by white and red and the other flag was blue with
two inverted white triangles or just the opposite colors of the
Israel flag that is white with two blue inverted triangles. So
how was a Zionist symbol allowed to be blatantly displayed in
Nazi Germany while Hebrews were killed in death camps?
On the Caspian Sea a pagan nomadic tribe descended from
Attila the Hun and known as the Khazars went shopping for a
monotheistic religion in the early 8th Century.
After
investigating and trying-out various religious beliefs the official
religion of Khanganate became Judaism. Khazars, who are
the true Zionists, do not have the same history nor culture as
the Hebrew Jewish. The Khazars were located in crucial
geographic region that was a crossroads to Europe, Africa
and Asia. Khazars had to speak several languages to
conduct their booming business as trade routes were
established from and to the West and East.
The Khazars were uprooted and used as guides and
interpreters as Genghis Khan of Mongolia swept into the
African and European continents. After Khan retreated, select
Khazars functioned as ambassadors to the Vatican but their
influence wained very quickly. The Vatican decreed that all
Catholics could not charge interest on money transactions.
However, the Vatican needed to launder its great wealth so
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Khazar descendants such as the Bauer family became bag
men to hold and move the Papal profits. The Bauer family
changed their name to Rothschild. Have the Khazars, who
adopted the Torah, felt they are superior to the Hebrew
Jewish? Given the fact that blue Zionist flags flew in Nazi
Germany while Hebrews were in concentration camps, which
sect of Judaism do you feel Hitler and others supported?
Who do you feel founded Israel... the Vatican/Khazars or the
Hebrews? Most Jewish do not know this pivotal history.
Diamonds & The Jesuit Freemasons General
African diamond mogul Cecil Rhodes was an apex for and the
supreme example of how European royalty, aristocrats and
Freemasons work under and for the Vatican. By the time
young and energetic Rhodes attended Oxford University and
he joined the Freemasons in 1873, the highest levels of both
of these entities had been penetrated and seized by the Jesuit
controlled Bavarian Illuminati. Rhodes, a full 33rd Degree
Freemason, considered himself to be "the Jesuit General of
the Round Table" while functioning as the head and leader of
England's Masonic Round Table
Between 1880 to 1902, Rhodes was the work horse for the
Jesuits to lay the foundation for launching "think tanks" or
"policy groups" such as the Council on Foreign Relations
(CFR), the Canadian Council of Chief Executives and the
Conejo Mexicano de Asuntos Internacionales. Key politicians,
businessmen and mass media owners, managers and
personalities MUST belong to these organizations or they will
not rise and be promoted within the ranks and leadership of
their respective organizations or professions. What famous
media personalities have been and are members of the CFR?
In 2005 a joint task force including members from the three
Jesuit controlled organizations above issued a policy paper
titled Building a North American Community. The task force
demanded and ordered that by the year 2010:
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1. A new currency, called the Amero, replaces the
Federal Reserve Note.
2. All borders between Mexico, the U.S.A. and Canada
be erased and the border patrols retired.
3. A North American Parliament Group, composed of
Canadian, Mexican and U.S. politicians take over legislative
authority, superseding the U.S. Senate and House.
4. The 50 existing American states will be formally and
finally dissolved and the former U.S.A. will be divided into ten
weakened administrative regions. Some regions will have
Mexican or Canadian leaders appointed over the local and
former American citizenry.
But CFR member, U.S. Senator and 2008 presidential
candidate Barak Obama insults America by declaring there is
no such proposed entity as the North American Union.
Jesuit Razzle-Dazzle Diversions
Before the Jesuits rammed the Federal Reserve Act through
the U.S. Congress in 1913, prosperity grew at a lateral and
rising growth rate for the lower and middle classes in America.
Over the past 95 years, the Jesuit Federal Reserve Bank has
funneled vast amounts of monies to corporations run by
members of the Knights of Malta and the CFR. The
possession of wealth has transferred from the lower and
middle classes to the crony corporations thus a new set of
problems must be controlled by the Jesuits via both the mass
media and the grass roots.
Local and state governments and educational systems have
cut salaries, services and all aspects and phases of
operations while Halliburton earns billions of dollars of profits
from the Iraq war. This problem is handled by the Jesuit mass
media outlets terrorizing and distracting the citizenry with fear
about phony threats from "foreign groups" created by the CIA.
The Jesuits know exactly how to use and manipulate the
awesome weapon of mass destruction called fear.
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Immigrants from Mexico and minorities living in ghettos and
substandard housing need to have an outlet for their energies
and frustrations. Also a small segment of middle class
citizens desire a means of helping the lower class. The
Knights of Malta and CFR corporations piecemeal funding to
the underprivileged, uneducated and poor neighborhoods via
their foundations. The recipients of the grants and stipends
have been grass root non-profit corporations run by private
and religious groups scattered across American.
The various community based groups and efforts remained
disconnected from one another without a central governing
body but the situation has been dramatically changing since
2004 by the Pacific Institute for Community Organizations
(PICO). Jesuit priest John Baumann founded PICO in 1972
for the goals of providing health care to children, safe
neighborhoods, good schools and quality housing
opportunities. PICO did not and has never informed it's staff
and volunteers how the fiat currency of the Jesuit Federal
Reserve Bank is responsible for the poverty and hardships of
the lower and middle classes. PICO has never addressed the
critical issue of mercury based vaccines causing child autism
and other health problems. PICO leadership does not discuss
nor address the true values of the U.S. Constitution and the
Bill of Rights and how those entities are being threatened.
PICO consolidated over 50 affiliated federations operating in
150 cities and towns and 17 states under it's control. More
than one million families and one thousand congregations
from 50 different denominations and faiths participate in the
PICO National Network. PICO pays the travel, lodging and
food expenses for hundreds of staff and volunteers to
participate in conferences at posh and expensive retreat
centers and hotels across the U.S. The Jesuits privately and
publicly give lip-service to civil liberties and speak against the
Patriot Act at the conferences. Sadly, most of the participants
and maybe the attending Jesuit priests do not know that the
Patriot Act was written at Jesuit Georgetown University.
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The Jesuit Federal Reserve Bank funnels billions to Knights
of Malta and CFR run corporations that in-turn give millions to
the Jesuit operated non-profit PICO to make sure the masses
stay very ignorant, pacified, occupied, diverted and silent.
All The Poop and Nothing But The Poop
The Jesuit/Vatican issue is the big “monolithic conspiracy”
white elephant and its gooey poop in the room that nobody
wants to see, smell, touch, think, hear or talk about. The
references, evidence and bibliographies for the Jesuit/ Vatican
issue would fill at least 50 high density compact discs.
Are these enough facts for you to begin the process of
addressing and learning about the big white elephant and its
gooey poop in the room? If you choose to ignore the facts and
not address this issue (all the poop and nothing but the poop),
why is anyone out of line by believing and saying you support
the Jesuits/Vatican New World Order by your silence? Your
answer is sought and desired by countless persons.
Time is short to expose, understand, respond to and take
action regarding the true and real roots and causes of the
pending New World Order with the ultimate goal of
establishing a police state as all citizens of all nations are
forced to worship the Vatican Pope or be punished and/or be
murdered as heretics.
Did a company in China build
thousands of guillotines that are now being secretly stored in
America and other locations around the world by the Jesuit
established and Knights of Malta controlled Blackwater?
Check-out the facts and evidence. The Knights of Malta
controlled Blackwater serves the Jesuits and no other entity.
The Jesuit controlled Federal Reserve Bank is directly and
solely responsible for national and local banks dispersing
worthless home loans to unqualified buyers from 2000 to
2004. The ensuing collapse of the Federal Reserve Notes and
the United States economy was a calculated and planned
non-violent act of war to heard Americans into a union with
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Mexico and Canada. As the Dollar crumbles and prices
skyrocket, the “savior” will be the dictatorial NAU issuing a
new currency called the Amero. Americans will be able to
transfer their worthless and devalued Federal Reserve Notes
into Ameros but only at a rate of 5 to 10 cents per dollar thus
severely impoverishing most of the populace. The Jesuit
controlled PICO will be silent about or support the NAU.
Rank & File Versus the Elite
George Noory, host of the radio program Coast to Coast,
attended the Jesuit institution called the University of Detroit,
Mercy. Art Bell, past host of Coast to Coast is a CFR member.
One of Noory's and Bell's favorite guests named Sean David
Morton is a Knight of Malta. Sean claims to be a natural
psychic, remote viewer, intuitive, investigative reporter and
film and TV director, screenwriter and producer. Are Noory,
Morton, Bell and billions of other persons who are either
Roman Catholics or have been educated or ordained by the
Jesuits or belonging to Catholic military type organizations
wanting to cancel all of your rights and freedoms? You and
you alone must decide the answer to that pivotal question.
Do the rank and file such as Noory and Morton equal the
efforts to destroy the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights
such as a Jesuit priest named Edmund Walsh? Will Noory,
Morton, Bell & Alex Jones address the life and times of
Father Walsh? Any and all doubts about the Jesuits and the
Vatican being the leaders for the New World Order are
completely removed after rational feeling and thinking persons
review the biography of Edmund Walsh. The Boston born
Walsh entered the Jesuit novitiate (seminary) in Maryland in
1902 and then taught as a Jesuit scholastic in the high school
of Georgetown University. Somehow this nobody teaching
priest participated in the Versailles Conference of 1919 that
ended World War I. Supposedly Walsh, based upon his nondiplomatic experience and keen observations while in Paris,
concluded U.S. diplomats were inadequately trained. But
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were the diplomats inadequate in Walsh's thinking because
they were not versed in the diabolical and subversive ways
and means of the Jesuits? Or, did Walsh and the Jesuits fear
the diplomats were too thoroughly versed in the rights and
freedoms of the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights?
Walsh and the Jesuits totally violated the U.S. Constitution's
provisions for separation of church and state by founding the
Georgetown University School of Foreign Service (SFS) in
1919 where the rights, liberties and freedoms of the U.S.
Constitution and Bill of Rights are never discussed. See SFS
seal on page 57. Graduates of SFS include Carroll Quigley,
Bill Clinton, Madeleine Albright and David Addington, chief of
staff for Vice President Dick Chaney. Addington stated "we’re
one bomb away from getting rid of that obnoxious court,”
referring to the secret Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
(FISA) court that oversees clandestine wiretapping. In
November 2006, the German government received a
complaint seeking the prosecution of Addington for war
crimes. Walsh's appropriate legacy...crimes against humanity.
The Vatican sent Walsh to Russia in 1922 with the cover story
that he was participating in the Papal Famine Relief Mission.
But the "humble" Jesuit priest who supposedly fed the
destitute of Russia, released a book in 1931 titled The Fall of
the Russian Empire: The Last of the Romanovs and the
Coming of the Bolsheviki that put him on the "in crowd"
cocktail "A list" of the East Coast. When Walsh's written words
are contrasted with the truths revealed after the fall of the
Soviet Union in the 1980s, his absurd book is guilty of gross
omissions, outright lies and carefully crafted partial truths.
While Czar Nicholas II and the Orthodox Christian Church
ruled Russia, the Jesuits were very excluded from any
positions of true power. Non-traditional investigators contend
the Jesuits infiltrated key religious educational centers of
Russia including the Byzantine Rite Seminary of Tiflis where a
student named Joseph Stalin was expelled for leading
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rebellious students. Was Stalin's revolt instigated by the
secret - two timing Jesuits and did the young Joseph make
contact with Edmund Walsh while the American priest was
supposedly providing food for the starving of Russia in 1922?
Premier/Dictator Joseph Stalin negotiated a huge 11 million
dollar loan from the U.S. via Skull & Bones alum and Knight of
Malta Averell Harriman...also a good friend of Walsh. Monies
from the U.S. Lend/Lease Program built the Stalin Gulags
where millions of Orthodox Christians perished.
Knight of Malta Edmund Walsh mentored both Knight of Malta
Dwight Eisenhower and Jesuit trained and 33 Degree Mason
Douglas MacArthur while he also made the time to function as
a special liaison during the Nuremberg trials of Nazi war
criminals. Alternative investigators contend the anti-semantic
Walsh suppressed and destroyed all the key evidence during
the Nuremberg trials that proved the Jesuits were the true
instigators and controllers of the Nazi concentration camps.
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Why would the Allied Powers of World War II allow a Jesuit
priest named Edmund Walsh to interrogate the Nazi war
criminals during the Nuremberg trials? The answer pivots
around the leader of the Nazi SS named Heinrich Himmler
and his extended family who were responsible for the millions
killed in the concentration camps including Hebrew Jewish,
gypsies and rebellious/heretic priests, nuns and laymen.
The Superior Jesuit General from 1915 to 1942 was named
Count Halke von Ledochowski who had two pet favorite
priests -- Edmund Walsh and the uncle of Heinrich Himmler
simply known as Jesuit Father Himmler. Heinrich's father,
Joseph, was the headmaster of a Catholic School in Munich
but young Heinrich followed the path of his uncle. Walter
Schellenberg, chief of the German counter-espionage stated:
"The S.S. organization had been constituted, by Himmler, according to
the principles of the Jesuits' Order. Their regulations and the Spiritual
Exercises prescribed by Ignatius of Loyola were the model Himmler tried
to copy exactly... The "Reichsfuhrer SS"—Himmler's title as supreme
chief of the SS—was to be the equivalent of the Jesuits' "General" and
the whole structure of the direction was a close imitation of the Catholic
Church's hierarchical order. A medieval castle, near Paderborn in
Westphalia, and called "Webelsbourg", was restored; it became what
could be called a SS monastery".

Was Uncle Jesuit Himmler really pulling the strings of the
feared and notorious Nazi SS with his nephew functioning as
the puppet? Because Heinrich and his uncle were intimately
involved in the atrocities of the German SS, they were both
arrested and scheduled to be put on trial for war crimes in
Nuremberg. Interestingly, both uncle and nephew Himmler
died of controversial and unknown causes before either could
enter a court room. Were the details of the deaths (murders)
or the faked deaths of the Himmlers covered-up by Walsh
who had full access to all aspects of the Nuremberg trials?
Walsh's biography is a deft testimony for the Jesuits and the
Vatican being the true controllers of the New World Order.
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Persons of all religious beliefs including Roman Catholics and
individuals educated or associated with Jesuit and Catholic
universities, must come to a new level of awareness and
action...only Edmund Walsh and a small minority of Jesuits,
Catholics and royalty are installing a New World Order.
Reclaiming Our Rights, Liberties & Freedoms
Americans can take back our rights, freedoms, liberties and
fiscal responsibility by demanding Congress repeal the Patriot
Act and pass the American Monetary Act. As an emergency
measure, the President of the United States elected in 2008
immediately has the Treasury Department issue silver
certificates (dollar bills) for various denominations from one to
500. Congress is not allowed to pass an Internet related
Patriot Act when (not if) there is a staged false flag 9-11
incident on the World Wide Web. These peaceful steps will
take a massive political education, awareness, bravery and
actions by a very vocal but powerful minority of Americans.
Repealing the grotesque Patriot Act and passing the
American Monetary Act that instigates the Treasury
Department to follow the mandates of the U.S. Constitution to
print money are not the magic cures for all the ills of America
but they are a logical start. Also both the President and
Congress force ALL government agencies and private
contractors to divulge any and all past, present and future
programs involved with placing materials or human into outerspace. In addition, both the President and the Congress force
ALL government agencies and private contractors to divulge
all past, present and future programs involving new energy
sources and exotic propulsion systems such as cold fusion
and levitation vehicles.
And all oil drilled and refined in America stays in America.
Will Barak Obama, John McCain or Ralph Nader take the
needed emergency fiscal measures – No. If Ron Paul had
been nominated as the Republican presidential candidate,
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would have he taken the needed emergency fiscal measures?
Maybe…but…Dr. Paul has made speeches in Congress and
written official letters praising the Vatican Pope. Why? Was
the entire Ron Paul Revolution a method of gathering names
of persons who will absolutely refuse to patronize the Vatican
Pope as God? Are these political activists slated to have the
same fate as the victims of Jesuits Stalin, Mao and Castro
after the executives of Halliburton, who are Papal Knights of
Malta, complete the construction of "detention" centers
(Guillotine Camps) on former military bases across the U.S?
Nevertheless, actions speak louder than words so will Dr. Paul
use his nearly five million dollar surplus campaign funds to
create a movement to repeal the Federal Reserve Act and the
Patriot Act while also supporting the most important legislation
in American history -- The American Monetary Act of 2008?
The Georgia Guide Stones -- In Your Face Evidence
From the website operated by Radio Liberty:
“On one of the highest hilltops in Elbert County, Georgia stands a huge
granite monument. Engraved in eight different languages on the four
giant stones that support the common capstone are 10 Guides, or
commandments. That monument is alternately referred to as:
THE GEORGIA GUIDESTONES
1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with
nature. [Billions would need to be killed]
2. Guide reproduction wisely - improving fitness and diversity.
3. Unite humanity with a living new language.
4. Rule passion - faith - tradition - and all things with tempered reason.
5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.
6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world
court.
7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials.
8. Balance personal rights with social duties.
9. Prize truth - beauty - love - seeking harmony with the infinite.
10. Be not a cancer on the earth - Leave room for nature.
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The message of the American Stonehenge also foreshadowed the
current drive for Sustainable Development. Any time you hear the
phrase "Sustainable Development" used, you should substitute the term
"socialism" to be able to understand what is intended.
End of Radio Liberty file. Go to http://www.radioliberty.com/stones.htm

Since no individual or group claim ownership of the Georgia
Guide Stones, why not cover the blocks with plaster and/or
cement? After the reshaping and covering of the stones are
completed, the Declaration of Independence, the United
States Constitution and the Bill of Rights are imprinted on the
new flat surface. Take action America both symbolically and
with literal non-violent force and results that declare, preserve,
protect and defend our rights, freedom and liberties.
Persons who are not ordained as Jesuit and Catholic priests
yet support the quest of putting all humans under the rule of
Vatican Pope either intentionally with malice or unintentionally
with ignorance and silence are labeled as Coadjutors. As the
freedoms guaranteed in the United States Constitution are
being undermined and destroyed by forces and enemies
outside and within America, the reader will either be an
American Patriot or a Jesuit Coadjutor after reading this
booklet. Regretfully the situation has deteriorated so badly
that we now live in a black (Jesuit) or White (American Patriot)
reality therefore there is no gray area or middle ground.
"I am not happy about the rebirth of the Jesuits. Swarms of them will
present themselves under more disguises ever taken by even a chief of
the Bohemians, as printers, writers, publishers, school teachers, etc. If
ever an association of people deserved eternal damnation, on this earth
and in hell, it is this society of Loyola." President John Adams -- 1816

Americans can either acquiesce into slavery under the Vatican
Pope or Live and Die so they and their decedents become
and remain truly free in all ways including financially,
physically, intellectually, emotionally, religiously and spiritually.

Are you a Patriot or a Coadjutor?
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"It is my opinion that if the liberties of this country—the United States
of America—are destroyed, it will be by the subtlety of the Roman
Catholic Jesuit priests, for they are the most crafty, dangerous enemies
to civil and religious liberty. They have instigated most of the wars of
Europe." General Lafayette, 1799 Aide to General Washington
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"This (civil) war would never have been possible without the sinister
influence of the Jesuits. We owe it to popery that we now see our land
reddened with the blood of her noblest sons. Though there were great
differences of opinion between the South and the North on the question
of slavery, neither Jeff Davis nor anyone of the leading men of the
Confederacy would have dared to attack the North, had they not relied
on the promises of the Jesuits, that, under the mask of Democracy, the
money and the arms of the Roman Catholic, even the arms of France
were at their disposal, if they would attack us. I pity the priests, the
bishops and monks of Rome in the United States, when the people
realize that they are, in great part, responsible for the tears and the
blood shed in this war. I conceal what I know, on that subject, from the
knowledge of the nation; for if the people knew the whole truth, this
war would turn into a religious war, and it would at once, take a
tenfold more savage and bloody character. It would become merciless
as all religious wars are. It would become a war of extermination on
both sides. The Protestants of both the North and the South would
surely unite to exterminate the priests and the Jesuits, if they could hear
what Professor Morse has said to me of the plots made in the very city
of Rome to destroy this Republic, and if they could learn how the
priests, the nuns, and the monks, which daily land on our shores, under
the pretext of preaching their religion, instructing the people in their
schools, taking care of the sick in the hospitals, are nothing else but the
emissaries of the Pope, of Napoleon, and the other despots of Europe,
to undermine our institutions, alienate the hearts of our people from
our constitution, and our laws, destroy our schools, and prepare a reign
of anarchy here as they have done in Ireland, in Mexico, in Spain, and
wherever there are any people who want to be free.
"Is it not an absurdity to give to a man a thing which he is sworn to
hate, curse, and destroy? And does not the Church of Rome hate, curse
and destroy liberty of conscience whenever she can do it safely? I am
for liberty of conscience in its noblest, broadest, highest sense. But I
cannot give liberty of conscience to the Pope and to his followers, the
Papists, so long as they tell me, through all their councils, theologians,
and canon laws, that their conscience orders them to bum my wife,
strangle my children, and cut my throat when they find their
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opportunity! This does not seem to be understood by the people today.
But sooner or later, the light of common sense will make it clear to
every one that no liberty of conscience can be granted to men who are
sworn to obey a Pope, who pretends to have the right to put to death
those who differ from him in religion."
President Abraham Lincoln -- 1864
"...if you trace up Masonry, through all its Orders, till you come to the
grand tip-top, head Mason of the World, you will discover that the
dread individual and the Chief of the Society of Jesus [i.e., the Black
Pope, the Superior General of the Jesuits] are one and the same
person." – James Parton (American historian)
"By reason, the Pope is the head, and Kings are but as arms or hands of
the same Body; therefore if they do not their duty being careful to
preserve the Body, the Head as Lord and Master may cut them off."
Multiple Jesuit Contributors, 1685 Warning to England’s King Charles II
The Jesuits Catechism
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